Potential Task Force Codification Questions for Legislators

1. Given your knowledge of the pros and cons of codification, what are the
   - Downsides
   - Major risks
   - Long- and short-term negative consequences
     of codification for this 501 c-3 organization, the Spokane River Regional
     Toxics Task Force?

2. Given your knowledge of the pros and cons of codification, what are the
   - Upsides
   - Major long- and short-term benefits
     of codification for this 501 c-3 organization, the Spokane River Regional
     Toxics Task Force?

3. What actually is codification? The dictionary tells me it means to "arrange"
   or "organize" laws or rules into a code or organized structure. What does
   that mean with respect to what we have done or wish to do as an
   organization?

4. What value does codification have to this organization?

5. What happens if we decide we don't want to seek codification of the Task
   Force?

6. Does it affect codification efforts if we have members from Idaho
   participate on the Task Force?